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Spelling List
This Week’s Focus:

• Spell words with the prefixes re-, dis-, mis-, and il-
• Practice adding prefixes to base words
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Cover and SpellCopy and Spell Read and Spell 

 1. rewrite  

 2. reappear  

 3.  recall  

 4.  recover  

 5. rebuild  

 6. dishonest  

 7. disagree  

 8.  disappear  

 9.  disappoint  

 10. disconnect  

 11. disapprove  

 12. misbehave  

 13.  misfortune  

 14.  misunderstand  

 15. misspell  

 16. misuse  

 17. illegal  

 18. illegible  

 19.   
 bonus word

 20.   
 bonus word
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Word Meaning
Write the spelling word that means . . .

1. not neat enough to read

2. to spell incorrectly

3. to fail to satisfy a wish or need

4. to build something again

5. bad luck

6. to use something incorrectly

7. to write again

8. to not agree

9. to behave badly

10. not legal

11. to come into view again

12. to be no longer seen

13. to get back

My Spelling Dictation 
Write the sentences . Circle the spelling words .

 1 .

2.
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Word Study
Add the correct prefix to the base word .

re dis mis il

 1. Dad did not wish to  the children, so he rushed to get to
 (appoint)
  the game on time.

 2. We promised Mother we wouldn’t  at the pool.
 (behave)

 3. Many people had to  their homes after the hurricane.
 (build)

 4. It is  to drive a car without a license.
 (legal)

 5. Did you  the directions for last night’s homework?
 (understand)

 6. My allowance seems to  as soon as I get it!
 (appear)

 7. You need to  your report so I can read it.
 (write)

Add a prefix to make each base word into its opposite .

1. honest 4. approve

2. agree 5. legible

3. legal 6. connect

dishonest
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Edit for Spelling
Circle the words that have the correct prefix .

recover dislegible misappear disappoint

disfortune rebehave illegal illegible

ilbuild disfortune dishonest ilspell

reunderstand recall misconnect disapprove

Circle the misspelled words in the sentences .  
Write them correctly on the lines .

 1. The town had to rebiuld both homes and businesses after the terrible  

misfortunate brought on by the tornado.

            

 2. Do you rekall how to disconect the TV?

            

 3. The principal will desapprove if we missbehave in school.

            

 4. If you mispell words and use ilegible handwriting, you will have to reright  

your story.
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